

**Accessories & Replacement Parts**

**PADLOCKS, IMMOBILIZER PARTS & ACCESSORIES**

- **DDT-C** Immobilizer Cart with wheels fits: DDT & FDT Series immobilizers
- **SK-3** Secur-Key fits: H, HG, HRV & DS Series immobilizers
- **SK-3SH** Socket Head Secur-Key fits: 3/8" ratchet / same models as SK-3
- **SK-4** Secur-Key fits: PB & PBRV Series immobilizers
- **SK-4SH** Socket Head Secur-Key fits: 3/8" ratchet / PB Series immobilizers
- **SK-T** Secur-Key fits: DDT/DST Series immobilizers
- **SK-3P** Secur-Key fits: Personal use immobilizers
- **SB-5** Secur-Bolt fits: H & DS Series immobilizers
- **SB-RV** Secur-Bolt fits: HG, HRV Series immobilizers
- **SB-RPV** Secur-Bolt fits: Personal use HG, HRV Series immobilizers
- **SB-4** Secur-Bolt fits: PB Series immobilizers
- **SB-4RV** Secur-Bolt fits: PBRV Series immobilizers
- **SB-4PRV** Secur-Bolt fits: PBVP Personal use immobilizers
- **SB-T** Secur-Bolt fits: DDT/DST Series immobilizers
- **TB-P3** Secur-Bolt fits: Personal use immobilizers HRV models
- **TS-1** Tension Spring fits: D, H, HG, PB, & PRV Series immobilizers
- **VTD-6** Vinyl trim for 6" (15.24 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-8** Vinyl trim for 8" (20.32 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-10** Vinyl trim for 10" (25.40 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-12** Vinyl trim for 12" (30.48 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-14** Vinyl trim for 14" (35.56 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-18** Vinyl trim for 18" (45.72 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **VTD-24** Vinyl trim for 24" (60.96 cm) Domed immobilizers
- **ML-4** Lock assembly fits: PB & PBRV Series immobilizers
- **MLK-4** Master pinlock replacement key fits: ML-4 assembly
- **AP-1** American padlock with bolt cutter-resistant shank
- **AK-1** American padlock additional/replacement key
- **ABP-1** Abyo padlock with boron steel shank
- **ABK-1** Abyo padlock additional/replacement key
- **BP-M1** MITI padlock with bolt cutter resistant change and changeable key cylinder
- **BK-M1** MITI padlock, additional/replacement key
- **LC-3** Lock cover (creates a 3-tier locking system) fits: DS, DC, FS, FC, M, D, H, HG & RV models
- **LC-32** Tubular lock cover (creates a 3-tier locking system) fits: DS, DC, FS, FC, M, D, H & RV models
- **IS-3** Bi-Directional Immobilizer Stand fits: F, D & H Series
- **IS-T** Bi-Directional Immobilizer Stand fits: FST & DST truck immobilizers

**SIGNS & NOTICE TAGS**

- **SGN-1** Sign "PERMIT PARKING ONLY Violators will be ticketed, booted or towed at owner’s risk & expense"
- **SGN-2** Sign "NO PARKING Violators will be ticketed, booted or towed at owner’s risk & expense"
- **SGN-3** Sign "WARNING Parking violators will be immobilized and charged a service fee"
- **SGN-6** Sign "WARNING ROADBLOCK AHEAD"
- **SGN-7** Sign "WARNING DO NOT ENTER ROADBLOCK AHEAD"
- **SGN-5** Signpost 5’ height by 18” diameter base
- **IN-1** Immobilization Notice Tags (orange) 10 pads of 25 with ties — total of 250 tags

---

**Immovilize to Enforce Traffic Regulations**

---

**PARKING LOT SIGNAGE**

- **SIGN-1**
- **SIGN-2**
- **SIGN-3**
- **SIGN-6**
- **SIGN-7**